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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: July 2, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning.  The 

EuroStoxx 50 is up 1.7% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed up 1.8% 

from its prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite up 2.1% from 

the prior close and the Shenzhen Composite up 1.3%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

higher open. 
 

Good morning, and happy Thursday!  This is the last trading day of the week before the 

Independence Day holiday, so there will be no Daily Comment tomorrow; enjoy the holiday!  

Global equity markets are higher this morning on improving global economic data.  Due to the 

holiday, the BLS has put out the employment report.  We cover it in detail below but, in short, it 

was much stronger than forecast.  We recap the Fed minutes and other policy news.  We also 

look at the pandemic news.  Concerning China, we take a look at the initial response to the new 

security law in Hong Kong.  In foreign news, Putin “won” his referendum (the outcome was as 

certain as the Chiefs playing the Raiders).  Here are the details:   

 

Policy news: 

• The Fed released the minutes from the last meeting.  Although there were no policy 

actions taken, there was interest to see what the members were thinking.  There appeared 

to be a great deal of discussion about forward guidance; this was evident in the dots plot, 

which showed there would be no change in rates for at least two years.  The members did 

consider yield curve control; it seems to be in the context of forward guidance, although 

it was also noted that if the markets were convinced that the Fed would cap rates, it may 

not need to actually buy a lot of bonds.  Overall, the message was that accommodative 

policy would be in place for a long time.   

o In separate comments, St. Louis FRB President Bullard warned that the pandemic 

could still trigger financial problems and thus supported continued broad actions 

to prop up capital markets.   

• In a surprise move, Congress extended the Paycheck Protection Program to August 8.  

The program still has unused funds, but the deadline of the original bill was set to expire.  

President Trump still needs to sign the extension. 

• So far, the Fed’s Main Street lending program has not attracted much borrowing.  Critics 

suggest the terms are such that distressed borrowers can’t qualify and qualified borrowers 

are looking elsewhere.  However, its existence will act as a backstop if the financial 

markets seize up again, and we would not be surprised to see lending terms ease.   

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-7-02-2020-11593681771?shareToken=st85849f5e0c9f449bb8f93ac63770000e
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcminutes20200610.htm
https://www.ft.com/content/54ab8c78-3abc-4321-8364-3ffd4686ecd4?emailId=5efd617b76ee5e0004893c36&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/b3efe0b0-48fb-466b-8be2-a0a8879ecd63
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/01/fomc-minutes.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/01/fomc-minutes.html
https://www.ft.com/content/04ee5988-7864-431a-95ff-f18388f29894
https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-passes-extension-of-paycheck-protection-program-11593640427?shareToken=st1e801f27d5574b9a9a7d65787f1e3192
https://www.wsj.com/articles/feds-600-billion-main-street-lending-program-sees-lukewarm-interest-11593608400?shareToken=stc5b5cc877d5b49a38ad2b394a6b0b11f
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COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 10,716,063 with 516,726 deaths and 5,499,628 

recoveries.  In the U.S., there are 2,686,587 confirmed cases with 128,062 deaths and 729,994 

recoveries.  For those who like to keep score at home, the FT has created a nifty interactive chart 

that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar scaling metrics.  The Axios map 

has been updated; cases are rising across the country.   

 

Virology:   

• A recent study out of China suggests that being infected by COVID-19 does not bring 

long-lasting immunity.  Antibodies, according to the study, offer immunity for only 

around eight weeks.  If this study is confirmed (and we note it hasn’t been peer 

reviewed) it would suggest that immunity passports after contracting the disease 

would not be a good idea and vaccines may only offer limited immunity.  It may be 

that COVID-19 vaccines would need to be offered on an annual basis, like influenza.  

At the same time, it suggests that a more fruitful approach may be antiviral therapies.   

• The BBC reports that a Swedish study showed widespread evidence of T-cells 

associated with COVID-19.  Although this evidence may indicate that a much larger 

number of people have been exposed to the virus, it isn’t clear if they have gained any 

immunity from the exposure.  

• COVID-19 may have been with us longer than we thought; some tested in New York 

had antibodies in February. 

• As we get to know more about the transmission of the disease, the primary vector is 

extended close contact with an infected person.  One is less likely to get it from 

surfaces and incidental contact.  Large, enclosed gatherings are the primary way that 

people are catching the disease.   

• As we see an uptick in cases, states and cities are starting closures and restrictions on 

various businesses.   

• Initially, COVID-19 looked about as problematic as influenza.  Although it was novel 

and humans had little natural immunity, it seemed possible that simply allowing the 

virus to infect the population and build herd immunity might be a viable plan.  To 

some extent, this was Sweden’s initial program.  However, as we have watched the 

disease progress, it appears that the infection is widespread through the body and 

some of the impact is lasting.  We are starting to see autopsy reports.  These take a 

while to process but there are now enough to where some patterns can be observed.  

First, micro-clotting is being widely seen (of course, in fatalities).  Small clots are 

being observed in numerous organs, including the brain.  Second, although brains are 

not showing signs of inflammation (good news, as it suggests the blood/brain barrier 

is working), the virus does reduce blood oxygen and, if it lasts long enough, it can 

irreparably damage brain cells and is leading to reports of dementia-type symptoms in 

some patients.  This finding could mean patients may need oxygen therapy even if 

they remain at home.   

• Researchers are monitoring cases of the virus where the victims are facing long 

recoveries, with some exhibiting signs of permanent impairment.  Although articles 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/02/world/coronavirus-updates.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=gbr&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=0&values=deaths
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-map-cases-rising-most-states-1d3ec8d8-af4c-418e-8f9b-2360b917f91a.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-map-cases-rising-most-states-1d3ec8d8-af4c-418e-8f9b-2360b917f91a.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/06/chinese-study-antibodies-covid-19-patients-fade-quickly
https://www.bbc.com/news/amp/health-53248660
https://www.wsj.com/articles/some-new-yorkers-had-coronavirus-antibodies-in-february-study-shows-11593595801?shareToken=ste7a96cf1dd7a430e82213fb05a2bddf4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/some-new-yorkers-had-coronavirus-antibodies-in-february-study-shows-11593595801?shareToken=ste7a96cf1dd7a430e82213fb05a2bddf4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-exactly-do-you-catch-covid-19-there-is-a-growing-consensus-11592317650?shareToken=st864e3d5667ff4c5d800c8ae45d63834e
https://apnews.com/88aad3255073f0babc796767c3029576
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-news-07-02-2020-11593675909?shareToken=stb0461511f9d944b99fac3678034e4542
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/07/01/coronavirus-autopsies-findings/?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.wsj.com/articles/three-months-in-these-patients-are-still-ravaged-by-covids-fallout-11593612004
https://www.wsj.com/articles/three-months-in-these-patients-are-still-ravaged-by-covids-fallout-11593612004
https://nyti.ms/2BYknKw
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didn’t discuss this issue, the chance that an infection could lead to permanent 

impairment is a particular risk to athletes.  Sports teams will need to weigh the 

potential loss of a star to the disease, or the risk to a prospect.  It is possible that this 

summer’s limited MLB season could be populated with AAA players.  It will be 

interesting to see how college sports handle this problem; at least professional players 

are paid directly, whereas college players who become infected could see their 

careers end before they get the chance to “cash in.”  As we have noted before, college 

athletics are heavily dependent on football; if the season is lost, it may undermine a 

myriad of college sports. 

• As we and others have noted, the recent wave of infections is skewing to the younger 

population.  Although they are more likely to survive, albeit with the caveats from the 

above section, there are worries that they could become vectors for vulnerable 

populations.   

• An experimental vaccine that uses a novel gene-based technology has shown some 

initial promise.    

• After the U.S. announced it was purchasing a large amount of remdesivir, the EU is in 

talks to secure supplies for Europe. 

• Finally, on fears of COVID-19, North Korea took aggressive steps to seal its borders.  

This action has led to a sharp decline in defections. 

China news: 

• Although it will be a while before we can know the full impact of the new Hong Kong 

security law, the initial response has been widespread arrests.  Both Britain and the U.S. 

are taking steps to allow Hong Kongers to move to their respective nations.  The U.K. is 

offering residency rights and a path to citizenship.  Congress has proposed a bill offering 

refugee status to Hong Kong citizens under persecution.  It does appear that there could 

be a meaningful exodus from Hong Kong.  Sen. Rubio (R-FL) is preparing a bill to ban 

Chinese firms from U.S. capital markets.  

Economic news: 

• There is a cottage industry in economics about what the shape of the recovery will be.  

Our take is that the recession will end soon (it may be already) but the recovery will be 

slow.  One new shape that has been suggested is a square root; a sharp bounce followed 

by flat growth.   

• For the past few years, we have noted that the U.S. coastal real estate markets have 

benefited greatly from foreign buyers.  We could see another wave due to the exodus 

from Hong Kong.  However, in recent months, it does appear that the buying from 

overseas is slowing.   

• One industry that has been booming on pandemic fears, and supported by recent 

presidential polling, is firearms.   

 

 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/experts-worry-latest-covid-19-surge-will-shift-from-healthier-to-at-risk-people-11593682201?shareToken=st151be71dfb744a4d9ba28656c82cdd18
https://www.wsj.com/articles/experts-worry-latest-covid-19-surge-will-shift-from-healthier-to-at-risk-people-11593682201?shareToken=st151be71dfb744a4d9ba28656c82cdd18
https://www.ft.com/content/65d0b33a-f12a-4878-ac87-da4835683949?emailId=5efd617b76ee5e0004893c36&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-to-fast-track-coronavirus-vaccine-trial-based-on-advanced-genetics-technology-11593180841?shareToken=stcf4f7b8e04e84f5b85b1e1fc2e9ffb13
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-vaccine-candidate-from-pfizer-biontech-produces-positive-results-in-early-study-11593620774?shareToken=st8c91e5d852554ea3acfa1d1177417632
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-vaccine-candidate-from-pfizer-biontech-produces-positive-results-in-early-study-11593620774?shareToken=st8c91e5d852554ea3acfa1d1177417632
https://www.ft.com/content/25c65784-00a7-4e80-a11f-e8e7928f9be0?emailId=5efd617b76ee5e0004893c36&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/25c65784-00a7-4e80-a11f-e8e7928f9be0?emailId=5efd617b76ee5e0004893c36&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/8bcef3f3-c3a6-4514-82cb-fcbe0cb4f165?emailId=5efd617b76ee5e0004893c36&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hong-kong-police-make-first-security-law-arrest-as-thousands-protest-11593591072?shareToken=st6219f05d54814fdeaf73c7793c173cb9
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3091404/britain-give-3-million-hongkongers-residency-rights-and-path?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3091404
https://www.wsj.com/articles/congress-launches-bipartisan-bill-to-give-refugee-status-to-certain-hong-kong-residents-11593553499?shareToken=st960b5d9f07cf446195253fb23bdd9590
https://www.wsj.com/articles/congress-launches-bipartisan-bill-to-give-refugee-status-to-certain-hong-kong-residents-11593553499?shareToken=st960b5d9f07cf446195253fb23bdd9590
https://www.ft.com/content/ffe5c62d-5a98-4760-b856-daa505846012?emailId=5efd617b76ee5e0004893c36&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22#comments-anchor
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china/u-s-lawmaker-seeks-to-ban-chinese-firms-from-u-s-capital-markets-idUSKBN242704
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china/u-s-lawmaker-seeks-to-ban-chinese-firms-from-u-s-capital-markets-idUSKBN242704
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-reverse-square-root-recovery-11593602775?shareToken=st6d8b549f078c4e7f8ca29a6cae6eb9a4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/foreign-home-buying-dries-up-easing-the-way-for-domestic-buyers-11593682201?shareToken=st8c46f1c4c363489fb1ebf984269f12d4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/foreign-home-buying-dries-up-easing-the-way-for-domestic-buyers-11593682201?shareToken=st8c46f1c4c363489fb1ebf984269f12d4
https://apnews.com/8ddad3189eb8864e9ae6b123e09b6900?mod=djem10point
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Technology news: 

• Tech CEOs are scheduled to testify before Congress next month.  The topic will likely be 

antitrust.   

Foreign news: 

• As noted above, the referendum on extending Putin’s rule passed easily.  Although the 

Duma had already approved the measure to extend Putin’s rule to 2036, the vote does 

offer a patina of legitimacy.  There were reports of voting irregularities, but it doesn’t 

appear they would have been enough to change the outcome. 

• The Hagia Sophia in Turkey is a historic religious facility that was both a Greek 

Orthodox cathedral and a mosque that has been a museum since Ataturk created the 

modern secular Turkish state.  President Erdogan is asking a Turkish court to return the 

building to religious status as a mosque.  If he does, it will be a notable cultural signal 

that Turkey is moving from being a secular state to an Islamic one. 

• The U.S. is seeking to seize gasoline tankers from Iran on destination for Venezuela.  

Both nations are under sanction; seizing the cargos would be sanctions enforcement.   

U.S. Economic Releases  
 

Today’s employment report came in stronger than expected; while initial claims continue to 

slow, they remain elevated.  Meanwhile, the trade deficit expanded as exports continue to be 

battered by a global slowdown in consumption. 

 

In June, nonfarm payrolls came in at 4.800MM compared to a forecast of 3.058MM.  The prior 

report was revised upward from 2.509MM to 2.699MM.  Private payrolls rose by 4.767MM 

compared to a forecast of 3.000MM.  The prior report was revised from 3.094MM to 3.232MM.  

Manufacturing payrolls rose by 356K compared to expectations of a rise of 438K.  The prior 

report was revised from 225k to 250k.  

 

https://nyti.ms/2YOzYFu
https://www.politico.eu/article/vladimir-putin-wins-right-to-extend-his-russia-rule-until-2036-in-landslide-vote/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=6a59c18f7a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_02_04_55&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-6a59c18f7a-190334489
https://nyti.ms/3eQeJZJ
https://apnews.com/c9719e4bd8a398b8e81e49ed5304965e?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.politico.eu/article/from-museum-to-mosque-hagia-sophias-erdogan-ataturk/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=6a59c18f7a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_02_04_55&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-6a59c18f7a-190334489
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-seeks-to-seize-iranian-fuel-bound-for-venezuela-11593667040?shareToken=st8b5cee64d9f042f186ed0153dc09f6c3
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The chart above shows the annual change in nonfarm payrolls.  Although the payrolls expanded 

to a record high, payrolls are still well below pre-pandemic levels. 

 

The unemployment rate fell from 13.3% to 11.1%, whereas the consensus estimates were 12.5%.  

The labor force participation rate rose from 60.8% to 61.5%, while the underemployment rate 

fell from 21.2% to 18.0%. 
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The chart above shows the unemployment rate and the employment/population ratio.  The 

decline in the unemployment rate may be misleading as a significant portion of the population 

remains outside of the labor market. 

 

As workers return to work, wages have become relatively weaker.  This is likely due to a 

combination of an increase in the supply of labor and a reduction in hazard pay.  Average hourly 

earnings fell 1.2% from the prior month compared to expectations of a drop of 0.7%.  Average 

weekly hours came in at 34.5, in line with expectations. 

 

 
 

The chart above shows the average weekly earnings.  At first glance, the drop in weekly earnings 

would appear to be bad for the economy, but in this case it is a positive sign.  As a result of firms 

being forced to lay off workers to compensate for the loss of revenue during the pandemic, the 

workers that remained on the payroll were forced to work longer hours to compensate for the 

loss of help.  Now that workers are returning, this has allowed current workers to take on less 

tasks and work shorter hours.  Hence, the decline in weekly earnings is a result of increased 

hiring.  As the economy reopens, expect earnings to return to their normal trend. 

 

The following two charts offer some perspective on the labor situation.  First, we look at 

employment from a business cycle perspective. 
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This chart indexes the level of employment from the expansion high of 1948.  Essentially, it 

shows how many months it takes for the labor market to recover to its previous cycle high.  The 

current cycle decline is clearly historic.  However, we would expect to recover to the previous 

cycle high well before the last recession. 

 

 
 

This chart shows the unemployment rate from 1929 to the present.  The current rate is the highest 

since the 1930s but is well below those levels. 
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For the week ending June 27, initial claims came in at 1.427MM compared to a forecast of 

1.350MM.  The prior report was revised from 1.480MM to 1.482MM. 
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average of initial claims.  The four-week average 

fell from 1.615MM to 1.498MM. 

 

Finally, the May trade deficit came in at $54.6B compared to expectations of $53.2B.  The prior 

month’s deficit was revised upward from $49.4B to $49.8B. 
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The chart above shows the level of the trade balance. Although the decline in exports and 

imports moderated in May, the slowdown in exports outweighed the slowdown in imports, 

resulting in a wider deficit.  
 

The table below lists the economic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Bloomberg Consumer Comfort m/m Jun 41.4 ***

10:00 Factory Orders m/m Jun 8.7% -13.0% **

10:00 Factory Orders ex Trans m/m Jun 6.5% -8.5% **

10:00 Durable Goods Orders m/m Jun 15.8% 15.8% **

10:00 Durable Goods Orders ex Transportation m/m Jan 4.0% 4.0% **

10:00 Cap Goods Orders Nondef Ex Air m/m May 2.3% 2.3% **

10:00 Cap Goods Ship Nondef Ex Air m/m Jun 1.8% **

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Monetary Base y/y Jun 6.0% 3.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

Monetary Base End of period m/m Jun ¥565.2t ¥543.4t ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Buying Foreign Bonds w/w 26-Jun ¥174.6b ¥1542.0b * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Buying Foreign Stocks w/w 26-Jun ¥148.3b ¥135.1b * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Buying Japan Bonds w/w 26-Jun -¥1393.9b ¥261.4b * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Buying Japan Stocks w/w 26-Jun -¥494.4b -¥421.9b * Equity and bond neutral

India Markit India PMI Mfg m/m Jun 47.2 30.8 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Trade Balance m/m May A$8025m A$8800m A$9000m ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Europe

Eurozone PPI m/m May -0.6% -2.0% -0.4% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Unemployment Rate m/m May 7.4% 7.3% 7.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Unemployment Rate m/m May 7.8% 6.3% 7.9% *** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland CPI m/m Jun 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y Jun -1.3% -1.0% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

CPI core y/y Jun -0.8% -0.6% -0.6% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Brazil PPI Manufacturing y/y May 5.0% 5.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit Brazil PMI Manufacturing m/m Jun 51.6 38.3 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Trade Balance Monthly m/m Jun $7463m $4548m $7100m *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Mexico Remittances Total m/m May $3379.4m $2861.4m $3000.0m * Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit Mexico PMI Mfg m/m Jun 38.6 38.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

IMEF Manufacturing Index SA m/m Jun 42.0 39.2 42.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

IMEF Non-Manufacturing Index SA m/m Jun 42.5 38.0 40.0 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Leading Indicators m/m May -0.43 -0.76 ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Domestic Sales m/m Jun 62837 42028 * Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 30 30 0 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 13 14 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 17 16 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 7 7 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.67 0.68 -0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -42 -42 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 7 8 -1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Down Down

euro Up Up

yen Flat Up

pound Up Down

franc Up Up   
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $42.27 $42.03 0.57%

WTI $40.02 $39.82 0.50%

Natural Gas $1.68 $1.67 0.54%

Crack Spread $11.18 $11.10 0.77%

12-mo strip crack $10.35 $10.39 -0.33%

Ethanol rack $1.50 $1.47 1.64%

Gold $1,773.30 $1,770.09 0.18%

Silver $17.97 $18.01 -0.22%

Copper contract $275.50 $273.40 0.77%

Corn contract 352.50$       350.50$       0.57%

Wheat contract 497.75$       498.75$       -0.20%

Soybeans contract 899.75$       899.00$       0.08%

Baltic Dry Freight 1803 1799 4

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -7.2 -0.8 -6.4

Gasoline (mb) 1.2 -1.7 2.9

Distillates (mb) -0.6 0.7 -1.3

Refinery run rates (%) 0.90% 0.50% 0.40%

Natural gas (bcf) 78.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer temperatures for most of the country, 

with cool conditions expected in the Pacific.  Wet conditions are expected for the majority of the 

country, with dry conditions in the Rocky Mountains.  There is no tropical cyclone activity 

expected over the next 48 hours. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

June 26, 2020 
 

(N.B.  Due to the Independence Day holiday, the next report will be issued on July 10, 2020.) 
 

Since 2008, some central banks have implemented negative policy interest rates.  Standard 

economics suggests that negative nominal rates on deposits are impossible because holders could 

simply liquidate the deposit and “put the money under the mattress.”  We have observed that 

there are costs to holding cash in large amounts, so banks can implement a negative rate (perhaps 

best thought of as a fee) on holding cash.  Although there are limits to how low negative rates 

can go (at some point, the cost of providing safekeeping exceeds the benefits), we note the Swiss 

National Bank has had a policy rate of -0.75% since December 2014. 

 

 
 

Why would a central bank consider implementing a negative policy rate?  If economic conditions 

warranted easing and inflation was low,1 it may be impossible to use low but positive interest 

rates as a policy tool.  In that case, negative interest rates or some other unconventional monetary 

policy may be necessary.   

 

Are conditions similar in the U.S.?  Our analysis of the policy rate, using the Mankiw Rule, a 

variation on the Taylor Rule, suggests that the FOMC could consider negative policy rates.  The 

Taylor Rule is designed to calculate the neutral policy rate given core inflation and the measure 

of slack in the economy.  John Taylor measured slack using the difference between actual GDP 

and potential GDP.  The Taylor Rule assumes that the Fed should have an inflation target in its 

policy and should try to generate enough economic activity to maintain an economy near full 

 
1 For example, Switzerland’s May CPI was -1.3% from last year.   

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
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utilization.  The rule will generate an estimate of the neutral policy rate; in theory, if the current 

fed funds target is below the calculated rate, the central bank should raise rates.  Greg Mankiw, a 

former chair of the Council of Economic Advisors in the Bush White House and current Harvard 

professor, developed a similar measure that substitutes the unemployment rate for the difficult-

to-observe potential GDP measure.  We have taken the original Mankiw Rule and created three 

other variations.  Specifically, our models use core CPI and either the unemployment rate, the 

employment/population ratio, involuntary part-time employment or yearly wage growth for non-

supervisory workers.  In this report, we are not using the wage growth variation because it is 

yielding a sharply positive policy rate; wages have increased because lower paid workers have 

been laid off in greater numbers than higher paid workers. 
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As the recession developed, the unemployment rate jumped, the employment/population ratio 

fell, and the number of involuntary part-time workers rose.  Complicating matters further, 

inflation declined.  All these factors pointed to the need for policy stimulus.  In fact, in the worst 

case, the employment/ population ratio variation, the nominal rate should be as low as -5.65%. 

 

In 2008 through most of 2011, these variations of the Mankiw Rule suggested the policy rate 

should have been below zero.  That is the case today.  So far, the FOMC has rejected a negative 

policy rate and instead relies on expanding the balance sheet and forward guidance.  The current 

program of balance sheet expansion is historically unique; for the first time, we are seeing the 

Fed buy an assortment of financial assets that expose it to credit risk.  These include corporate 

and high yield bonds.  As we noted last week, the current QE is reducing credit spreads, but, like 

forward guidance, the actual stimulative impact is uncertain.   
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So, why is the FOMC opposed to negative interest rates?  The most likely reason is the structure 

of the U.S. financial system.  The U.S. system has an extensive non-bank financial system; 

unlike banks, this system isn’t funded by deposits but by repo and money markets.  The non-

bank financial system, also known as the “shadow banking system,” finances large swaths of the 

U.S. economy.  Although it is difficult to estimate the size, there are reports it may be as large as 

$1.2 trillion.  The fear is that negative deposit rates would likely cause the money market funds 

to “break the buck” to account for the below-zero yield.  That could lead to difficult-to-determine 

outcomes, but it is plausible that the non-bank financial system may find itself without a source 

of funding.  Since there is no Fed backstop to the non-bank financial system, there could be a run 

on the loan providers.  Other nations have much smaller non-bank systems and thus can manage 

negative policy rates.  The U.S. probably can’t.   

 

And so, additional policy stimulus, if necessary, will come from further expansion of the balance 

sheet and forward guidance.  Another possibility would be yield curve control, which was 

implemented during WWII into the early 1950s.  In this policy, the Fed will set the desired rate 

of some or all of the Treasury curve, absorbing all the Treasury borrowing that the market won’t 

buy, thus fixing the interest rate.  The Bank of Japan and Reserve Bank of Australia are currently 

running such policies.  Although the FOMC hasn’t taken this step yet, it is being considered by 

Fed policymakers.  The conclusion—monetary policy will likely remain historically 

accommodative well into 2021.  
 
 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 
purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation. The investment or strategy 

discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 
objectives and financial circumstances. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/shadow-banking-is-growing-remains-opaque-and-carries-uncertain-risks-for-the-economy-2020-01-04
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/shadow-banking-is-growing-remains-opaque-and-carries-uncertain-risks-for-the-economy-2020-01-04
https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2020/04/how-the-fed-managed-the-treasury-yield-curve-in-the-1940s.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-debates-whether-to-reinforce-low-rate-pledge-with-yield-caps-11591541970?shareToken=st65c2894026c74b2d8a946f4e408dd66c
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-debates-whether-to-reinforce-low-rate-pledge-with-yield-caps-11591541970?shareToken=st65c2894026c74b2d8a946f4e408dd66c
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 7/1/2020 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 7/1/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

July 2, 2020 
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Based on our methodology,2 the current P/E is 27.4x, up 3.5x from last week.  The jump in the 

P/E is due to the onset of Q3; we adjust the price to the average for the quarter (essentially the 

current price) and shift the earnings total as noted below.  Although this calculation of earnings 

is higher than before, we note that the index level is also higher, leading to the rise in the 

multiple.  It is not at all unusual for the multiple to expand in recessions.  In fact, in the past three 

recessions, the multiple has increased markedly; this is because investors expect earnings to 

recover in the coming quarters which leads to multiple contraction. 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
2 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q4 and Q1) and two estimates (Q2 and Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


